COVID-19 testing process for pediatric patients evaluated or admitted to Children’s & Women’s

Is patient COVID symptomatic?

YES

Patient disposition (outpatient): Routine COVID PCR

NO

Patient disposition (admit): Rapid COVID PCR

Patient disposition (admit to PICU or hem/onc): Routine COVID PCR

For neutropenic patients a mid turbinate sample is preferred over a NP specimen

Patient disposition (admit to wards): Routine COVID PCR

Isolation precautions are not needed if patient is not syndromic and there is no history of exposure to COVID within the previous 30 days.

This group does not need to be admitted to the COVID unit.

COVID-19 testing process for OB/GYN patients at Children’s & Women’s

Is patient COVID symptomatic?

YES

Patient disposition (admit): Rapid COVID PCR

Patient disposition (in labor, no COVID test within 7 days): Routine COVID PCR

Patient disposition (GYN/ONC or High Risk OB remote from delivery): Routine COVID PCR

NO

Patient disposition (outpatient): Rapid COVID PCR

F/U result
COVID-19 testing process for patients evaluated or admitted at University Hospital

Is patient COVID symptomatic?

**YES**
- Patient disposition (admit): Routine COVID PCR*
- Patient disposition (aerosolization risk): Rapid COVID PCR
- Patient disposition (no aerosolization risk): Routine COVID PCR

**NO**
- Patient disposition (outpatient): no COVID PCR testing indicated

*if patient is an aerosolization risk or to undergo emergent aerosolizing procedure, use Rapid COVID PCR
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